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One of main messages and issues that relates to sexuality, is the increase of 

sexual intercourse amongst the preteen and young adult generations. The 

messages that are transmitted in the music, shows, movies, magazines, and 

kooks allows young teens to believe there is nothing wrong with being a little

promiscuous and it’s all about self control. It is a bit difficult to say it is about

self-control when 50 percent of their lives are influenced by what they see 

and hear their idols do and say. 

For example songs like Invented Sex by Trey Songs, S by Iranian, Body party 

by Circa and etc. Are being played by the second on every car stereo, and 

listened to through headphones with just right amount of bass to make the 

feeling/ music feel so real that it awake a sensation that cause an instead 

sexual crave. The way the media presents sexuality amongst teens seem be 

accepted, it praises 16 years olds and their journey through adolescent 

pregnancy. 

It almost leads them to believe that life is all about fast money, luxury cars, 

superbly enhanced body parts and a crave for sexual desire to be just fine, 

and not about the fact that education should be your top goal in life. The 

media isn’t aware on the risk that they put this young generations in, and 

their contribution to the quickly developing pregnancies rate amongst the 

ages 13 to 18 age range not knowing that 75 recent of them do not go on to 

continuing their education and those that actually do never finish their 4 

year college degrees. 

My opinion on the affects that the media has on the human sexuality has 

change after writing this paper; never realize how much of an affected it 
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actually had on the young mind and even on young adults like myself. Many 

say its about self control and knowing what’s real and wears not but my 

beliefs are that we all allow the media to consume almost 60 to 65 percent 

of our daily lives without even knowing it, it baffles me that we are so brain 

washed to the point that it goes undetected. Ere in a generation where your 

TV time was limited to an 1 hour, every book you read was preferences by 

your parents, songs were family friendly and every friend you had was 

predetermined for you and whether or not you were allowed to befriend 

them. 
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